
 
How to Set Up Convertible Lift Units 

 

Live Fire Setup 

1. Make sure the target selection switch inside the 
unit is on LF for live fire. 

 

2. Line up the live fire target holder with the lift arms 
and insert from the side. Make sure the notches line up 
and the target holder is firmly seated. 

 

 

3. Slide the clamp onto the target holder so that the target holder is between the metal teeth and the plastic 
back piece of the clamp. Make sure the grey cable lays on top of the lift arms.  

 

4. Adjust flow controls as needed using the instructions at the end of this document. 



Pressure Sensitive Target Setup 

1. Make sure the target selection switch inside the 
unit is on PST for pressure sensitive target. 

 

2. Line up the pressure sensitive target with the lift 
arms and slide into place. Make sure the notches line 
up. 

 

3. If you plan on using paper graphics attach those 
first (See PST Paper Target Hanger Installation 
manual for instructions). Slip the paper target retainer 
into place. Make sure it is firmly seated.  

 

 
*This piece is still required even if you are not using a 
paper target. 

4. Press clamp into target contacts. Be sure it is 
properly aligned before inserting. Do not force it. 

 

5. Adjust flow controls as needed using the instructions at the end of this document. 



AutoTargets Flow Control Tuning 

 
 
Start by fully closing ALL flow controls by turning them clockwise until they stop. Make sure the locking nuts are fully backed 
out. Using a sharpie, mark a dot or line on each flow control knob as a reference point, to help count the number of turns. As a 
starting point, open each flow control two full turns, then observe the up and down speed. 
 
To increase the UP speed, open flow controls #1 and #2 an additional quarter turn. Do the opposite to decrease the UP speed. 
 
To increase the DOWN speed, open flow controls #3 and #4 an additional quarter turn. Do the opposite to to decrease the 
DOWN speed. 
 
Make sure you make all adjustments while running the proper PSI. Use 60PSI for live fire targets and 70PSI for 
pressure-sensitive targets (PST).  
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